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IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

Use Sensibly.
Electronic Cigarette products are intended for use by persons of legal smoking age, not by non-smokers or by children, women who are pregnant or breastfeeding, or persons with or at risk of heart disease, high blood pressure, hypertension, diabetes, or taking medicine for depression or asthma.

Discontinue use and consult a physician if you experience misuse symptoms such as nausea, vomiting, dizziness, diarrhea, weakness and rapid heart-beat or hypertension.
Included in this Kit:

Aurora Vaporizer

3 Atomizers (Heating Chambers)
- Aurora Atomizer - Ceramic Halo with Quartz Dish
- Dual Ceramic Heating Rods with Quartz Dish
- Dual Quartz Heating Rods with Quartz Dish

Loading tool

Shatter Proof Silicone Container

Instruction Manual

Standard Magnet Charger
Register your Dr. Dabber product today to ACTIVATE YOUR WARRANTY, and receive helpful tips.

This unit is under a one year ‘No Questions Asked’ Warranty on the battery and USB charger. Atomizer warranty is void once used, so ensure to test prior to loading.

Visit Dr.Dabber.com/Register to get started!
LEARNING ABOUT YOUR DR. DABBER AURORA

CERAMIC MOUTHPIECE
Clog free ceramic fluted mouthpiece

ATOMIZER
Vented heating chamber where product is loaded

AIRFLOW REGULATOR
Vented regulator shell

5 CLICK BUTTON
Power button with a five click on/off safety feature
(3 Click variable voltage feature)
(3 Different heat settings to choose from)

LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
High capacity battery
Click the button five times to turn off the battery & five times again to turn on the battery. This safety cutoff is employed so as to avoid the vaporizer pen turning on when not in use.
Click the button 3 times to change the heat setting.

- Green indicates low heat
- Blue indicates medium heat
- Pink indicates high heat

THREE CLICK VARIABLE HEAT
HOW TO LOAD YOUR DR. DABBER AURORA

1. Pull mouthpiece upwards to separate the airflow regulator from the heating chamber of your Aurora pen.

2. Prepare your product and load directly onto the heating chamber (atomizer). Ensure direct contact is avoided between loading tool and heating element.

3. Once your product is properly loaded, reconnect airflow regulator to heating chamber. Ensure chamber is not overloaded as this can cause the product to fail and will not be covered under warranty.

4. Press the button on the battery 5 times quickly to turn the unit on. Then press and hold the button while inhaling to administer vapor.
CHARGING YOUR DR. DABBER AURORA

DR. DABBER

AURORA

USB Port
Connects to universal USB outlets

Indicator Light
Light will change from red to green

Charging Base
Connects to top of battery to charge
For Helpful Tips and Videos on How to Use and Care
For Your Dr. Dabber Aurora
Please Visit: drdabber.com/doctors-office